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Mission Statement
HWI Gear, Inc. commits to value-focused innovation in protective
apparel. From the design room, to customer service, we strive for
continual improvement to be the top of the industry.
How We Get There
HWI Gear, Inc. is a small, Veteran owned, family business. Our
president, Bill Hatch, has been in the business of bringing cutting
edge protective apparel designs to the market for over 30 years.
HWI Gear, Inc. has delivered over 2 million pairs of gloves to
the US military and has designed state of the art products to meet
the evolving demands of the US military for infield protection.
We also continue to focus on improving product offerings for law
enforcement by investing in new technologies and utilizing
end-users for development feedback.
HWI Gear, Inc. has an in-house design and sample building team
to help bring our products to the market. We have established an
exclusive network of manufacturing to meet any requirement, such as
American Made (Berry Compliant) products, TAA compliant products
and small- run specialized offerings. HWI Gear, Inc. continually
invests in being a complete supplier of protective gloves and other
protective apparel.
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FOLIAGE/DIGITAL

(200)

MULTICAM
(500)

BERRY COMPLIANT/MADE IN AMERICA

COYOTE BROWN

(300)

GREY
(800)
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PRODUCT SIGNS FOR POINT OF
PURCHASE DISPLAY AVAILABLE WITH
MODULAR HARDWARE TO
FIT YOUR NEEDS
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DUTY
Gloves

DUTY GLOVES
NEOPRENE DUTY GLOVE
The HWI ND100 Neoprene Duty Glove offers unrivaled
comfort and flexibility in a duty glove. The ND100 is
composed of ultra-flexible neoprene and synthetic leather.
Textured PVC grip gives excellent weapon control, and the
contour cut design gives a natural feel, creating a glove you
will not want to take off.

Wrapped Finger

Ergonomic Cut

Shooting

Driving

COLOR

ND100

ND100

ND - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Premium .5mm synthetic leather in palm
Flexible 2mm neoprene on back of hand
Textured PVC grip
Contour cut design with wrapped finger for premium fit and feel
Elastic cuff and hook and loop closure for secure fit

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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DUTY GLOVES
CUT RESISTANT
TOUCHSCREEN GLOVE
Cut Resistant

Capacitive (touch)

Ergonomic Cut

The CTS100 is cut resistant and can be used to operate
touchscreen devices. A special cut resistant Kevlar®
material lines the palm of the CTS100, and the tips of the
thumb and fingers needed for using capacitive devices are
covered with special touchscreen compatible leather. With
tough yet flexible materials on the back of the hand, this
glove gives you extreme protection with amazing tactility
and dexterity.

UNLINED TOUCHSCREEN
GLOVE
The Unlined Touchscreen Duty Glove features abrasion
resistant, 100% washable synthetic leather combined with
a breathable fabric back and touchscreen leather in the
thumb, index and middle finger tips, allowing officers to
leave their gloves on when handling their professional and
personal devices.

Capacitive (touch)

Ergonomic Cut

Shooting

Shooting

Driving

COLOR
Driving

COLOR

UTS100

CTS100

CTS100
UTS100

CTS - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

High-grade synthetic leather palm
Silicone printed grip
Flexible wicking material in the back of the hand
Hook and loop closure for secure fit
Kevlar®-lined palm
PVC cradle reinforcement reduces wear in critical area
Special TouchTool™ fingertip design utilizing touchscreen goatskin leather
Airprene cuff
Terrycloth face wipe

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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UTS - FEATURES:

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Ergonomic contour cut reduces hand fatigue, enhances comfort
Synthetic leather in palm, abrasion resistant and 100% washable
PVC cradle reinforcement reduces wear in critical area.
Synthetic leather reinforced finger tips
Spacer material to keep hand cool
Stretch polyester over knuckle
Special TouchTool™ fingertip design utilizing touchscreen goatskin leather
Elastic in cuff and hook and loop closure creates a snug, secure fit

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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DUTY GLOVES
MULTI-USE ¾ INDEX AND
THUMB CUT RESITANT GLOVE
COLOR

MCU134

The MCU glove is a full fingered glove except for the
thumb and index finger, which are 3/4 length to easily
operate firearms and/or touchscreen devices. It is an
excellent cycling, multi purpose duty glove designed
specifically for bicycle patrol use. With durable,
abrasion-resistant, washable synthetic leather, this
glove gives excellent level 2 EN 388 cut resistance.

SPECTRA® LINED DUTY GLOVE
The HWI Spectra® lined duty glove offers premium
flexibility, feel and protection. The contour cut design and
high quality materials give a comfortable form-fit, adding
dexterity and feel for better weapon control. The Spectra®
liner adds cut resistance without diminishing dexterity.
High grade aniline goatskin provides grip, feel and abrasion
resistance, making this an excellent everyday duty glove.

Cut Resistant

Wrapped Finger

Ergonomic Cut

Shooting

Driving

COLOR

SLD100

MCU134
SLD100

MCU134- FEATURES:
◊ Full fingered and 3/4 length glove designed to easily operate firearms
and/or touchscreen devices
◊ Chamude® Korean synthetic leather palm
◊ Palm and fingers lined with 7oz Kevlar
◊ Heavy-duty lycra and spandex back
◊ Synthetic leather reinforcement
◊ Hook and loop closure

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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SLD - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Aniline goatskin providing excellent dexterity and feel with high abrasion resistance
Ergonomic contour cut design to fit the natural curve of the hand
Spectra® knit liner material for cut resistance
Wrapped trigger finger design for increased feel and durability
Strategic weapon cradle reinforcement
Elastic wrist closure to keep glove firmly on hand and prevent debris from entering

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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DUTY GLOVES
DYNEEMA® LINED DUTY GLOVE
Cut Resistant

Wrapped Finger

The DLD100 offers all the features of the ULD100, but has
a full Dyneema® liner for cut-resistance. It is constructed
with aniline goatskin in the palm and moisture-wicking,
breathable spandex back. Its special contour cut offers the
ultimate dexterity and comfort.

PUNCTURE/CUT RESISTANT
DUTY GLOVE
The PCG100 is the most comfortable puncture resistant glove
available. The PCG100 has a high level of puncture resistance
in the fingertips and a full Dyneema® liner for superior cut
protection. It is constructed with aniline goatskin in the palm
and moisture-wicking, breathable spandex back. Its special
contour cut offers the ultimate dexterity and comfort.

Cut Resistant

Puncture Resistant

Ergonomic Cut

Driving

Shooting
Wrapped Finger

COLOR
Ergonomic Cut

DLD100

COLOR

PCG100

DLD800

Also available in
grey for corrections.
DLD100
PCG100

DLD - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊

PCG - FEATURES:

Dyneema® liner for premium cut resistance
Aniline goatskin leather palm provide a “second-skin” feel
Wrapped finger design for maximum sensitivity, dexterity, and durability
Moisture-wicking spandex-knit back for comfort, flexibility, and
abrasion resistance
◊ Hook and loop closure for a secure fit
◊ Contour cut design

◊ .8mm premium-grade aniline goatskin
◊ Dyneema® liner for premium cut resistance
◊ Two layers of TWP material provides an extremely high level of puncture protection
in the fingertips
◊ Moisture-wicking spandex-knit back for comfort, flexibility, and abrasion resistance
◊ Hook and loop closure for a secure fit
◊ Contour cut design for maximum tactility, dexterity, and durability

SIZES: XXS-XXXL

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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DUTY GLOVES
KEVLAR® PALM DUTY GLOVE
Cut Resistant

Ergonomic Cut

The HWI KPD100 offers the perfect balance of flexibility, fit
and protection. The KPD100 is a breathable glove with a
Kevlar® lined palm, which offers cut resistant protection for
peace of mind in the field. The contour design and flexible
materials offer tactility and a comfortable fit.

KEVLAR® LINED LEATHER
DUTY GLOVE
The KLD100 has the classic look and feel of an all leather
duty glove with a more modern functional design. The
contour cut and high-grade aniline goatskin make the
KLD100 an extremely comfortable highly abrasion resistant
glove. For the protection of the duty officer, a full Kevlar®
liner is added for cut resistance.

Cut Resistant

Fire Resistant

Shooting
Wrapped Finger

COLOR

Ergonomic Cut

KPD100

Shooting

COLOR

KLD100

KPD100

KLD100

KPD - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Laminated spandex knit and neoprene back for flexibility
High-grade synthetic leather palm for comfort and abrasion resistance
7 oz Kevlar® for cut resistance
Contour cut design for natural fit
Hook land loop closure for snug secure fit
Silicone printed finger tips for improved grip

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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KLD - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊

High-grade aniline goatskin leather offers great feel and abrasion resistance
Kevlar® liner for cut resistance
Hook and loop closure for snug secure fit
Contour cut design for natural fit

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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DUTY GLOVES
HAIR SHEEP DUTY GLOVE
Ergonomic Cut

Shooting

The HDG100 is a premium unlined multipurpose duty glove.
The construction has a classic look, but features a modern
contour cut and floating thumb to increase functionality.
Utilizing premium supple aniline hair sheep leather, the
comfort of this glove is unparalleled.

UNLINED DUTY GLOVE
A perfect all-day duty glove. The back is constructed of a
moisture-wicking, breathable spandex knit material which
offers an extremely comfortable, flexible fit. The palm is
made of a high-grade aniline goatskin leather for superb
comfort, dexterity and feel. The special contour cut design
and premium materials offer the ultimate comfort in hand
protection.

Driving

Wrapped Finger

Ergonomic Cut

Shooting

COLOR
Driving

COLOR

HDG100

ULD100

HDG100
ULD100

HDG - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊

Soft and durable .6mm of silicon/aniline tanned hair sheep
Unmatched tactility and dexterity
Attractive dart styling on back
Elastic wrist closure (no snag fit)

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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ULD - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Spandex knit material for comfortable, flexible fit with high abrasion resistance
Aniline goatskin leather
Wrapped finger design for great feel and durability
Contour cut design
Hook and loop closure for secure fit

SIZES: XXS-XXL
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DUTY GLOVES
DG5 - ADAMANTIUM PLUS LEVEL
5 CUT RESISTANT TOUCHSCREEN
Cut Resistant

Capacitive (touch)

The DG5 all-leather duty glove is designed specifically for
the rigors of the duty officer and the harshness of patrol
situations. This touchscreen compatible glove offers
premium flexibility and high level 5 cut resistant protection
under EN388. The contour cut design maximizes comfort
and fit.

DUTY GLOVES
TAC-TEX™ TACTICAL
MECHANIC TOUCHSCREEN
The Tac-Tex™ Tactical Mechanic Glove (MG) is a fit for
almost any application. With great flexibility and sonic
welded Thermoplastic Rubber (TPR) knuckle protection, it
is a workhorse for law enforcement and service members.
Use it in any tactical or patrol situation and keep the
freedom of accessing important information from your
touchscreen device with special capacitive finger tips.

Capacitive (touch)

Ergonomic Cut

Ergonomic Cut

Shooting

Wrapped Finger

Driving

Blunt Force

COLOR

COLOR

MG100
DG5

MG300

DG5

MG100

DG5 - FEATURES:
◊ Touchscreen compatible fingertips
◊ Special Bladerunner 5 cut resistant material liner gives high level 5
protection under EN388
◊ Bladerunner level 5 material in bottom side cuff to protect vital arteries,
veins and tendons
◊ Level 5 cut resistant knit fabric die cut and sewn in form fit
◊ Seamless palm and thumb reinforcement
◊ All goatskin leather and leather covered embossed hook and loop closure
for secure fit

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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MG - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Touchscreen compatible finger tips
Tac-Tex™ Thermoplastic Rubber (TPR) knuckle protection
Flexible spandex knit
High-grade synthetic leather palm
Special highly abrasion resistant PU palm reinforcement
Hook and loop closure for secure fit

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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DUTY GLOVES

TACTICAL
Gloves

TACTICAL
DUTY GLOVES
TOUCHSCREEN HARD
KNUCKLE GLOVE
The KTS100 is a rugged, tactical, hard knuckle glove with
touchscreen capable technology. As part of our Touch
Tool series, the KTS100 utilizes our Touch Tool™ design
features so you don’t have to take your gloves off to
operate touchscreen devices in the field. With a rugged
hard knuckle design and touchscreen capable fingertips
this glove is always on and you are always protected.

Capacitive (touch)

Blunt Force

Ergonomic Cut

Shooting

COLOR

KTS100

KTS300

KTS100

KTS - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Touchscreen capable synthetic leather in fingertips utilizing our Touch Tool™ design
Rugged premium Clarino synthetic leather palm
Ergonomic palm reinforcement of highly abrasion resistant Clarino grip material
Durable, flexible, moisture-wicking knit material on back of hand
Special hard knuckle and finger padding design for ultimate protection
Neoprene cuff and hook and loop closure for secure snug fit

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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TACTICAL
TACTICALGLOVES
GLOVES
HARD KNUCKLE TACTICAL
- FIRE RESISTANT
Cut Resistant

Fire Resistant

The HWI Hard Knuckle Glove offers optimal flexibility,
feel and protection. The impact resistant knuckle piece,
Kevlar®, and digital leather palm reinforcement deliver a
durable, performance-oriented glove suitable for intense
tactical operations.

COMBAT UTILITY GLOVEFIRE RESISTANT
The HWI Combat Glove offers superior flexibility, feel
and protection. The high-density foam knuckle and hand
protection design, interlock Kevlar® material and highgrade aniline goatskin leather make this an adaptable
glove suitable for any tactical situation.

Cut Resistant

Fire Resistant

Blunt Force

Blunt Force

CG100
Wrapped Finger

Wrapped Finger

Ergonomic Cut

Ergonomic Cut

Shooting

Shooting

Driving

Driving

COLOR

COLOR

CG100

HKTG100

CG200

HKTG200

HKTG300

HKTG - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

9oz Kevlar® fire resistance and cut resistance on back of hand
.8mm high-grade aniline goatskin
Injection molded hard knuckle piece
Ergonomic contour cut design
Wrapped trigger finger design
Leather palm reinforcement
Hook and loop closure for secure fit

SIZES: XS-XXL
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CG300

HKTG100

CG - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

9oz Kevlar® fire resistance and cut resistance on back of hand
.8mm high-grade aniline goatskin in palm
Dynamic knuckle and hand protection design - high-density closed-cell foam
Ergonomic contour cut design
Wrapped trigger finger design
Hook and loop closure for secure fit

SIZES: XS-XXL
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TACTICAL GLOVES
LONG GAUNTLET
COMBAT GLOVE
Fire Resistant

Blunt Force

TACTICAL GLOVES
BERRY COMPLIANT
MECHANIC GLOVE

Designed specifically for the rigors of tactical situations.
The Combat Glove offers premium flexibility and comfort
with the added long gauntlet to protect the forearms. The
high-density foam knuckle and palm protection design,
along with interlock Kevlar® and premium-grade aniline
goatskin leather make this the perfect adaptable glove.
The LGCG was designed for all duty and tactical situations.

Our Berry Compliant Mechanic glove is a perfect multi
use glove designed to help protect your most important
tools. A durable goatskin leather palm with digitized grip
pattern gives great feel and grip. A breathable flexible back
material makes for a “second skin” fit and flexible dexterity.

Made in USA

Water Resistant

Ergonomic Cut

Ergonomic Cut

Shooting
Shooting

COLOR

Driving

LGCG100

COLOR
LGCG200
MG100B

LGCG300

MG100B

LGCG200

MG100B - FEATURES:
LGCG - FEATURES:

◊ .7-.8mm digitized goatskin leather palm- durable, water resistant and great
tactility
◊ Nylon/Spandex blend material on back of hand for a comfortable durable fit
◊ Leather knuckle strip and finger reinforcements for protection and added
durability
◊ Ergonomic design to maximize dexterity
◊ Made in USA (Berry Compliant)

SIZES: XXS-XXXL

SIZES: S-XL

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

9 oz. Kevlar provides fire and cut resistance on back of hands and forearms
Kevlar® will not combust or support a flame up to 800°F (426°C)
.8 mm premium-grade aniline goatskin
Dynamic knuckle and palm protection
Contour cut design with wrapped forefingers for maximum tactility, dexterity, and
durability
®
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TACTICAL GLOVES
GLOVES
TACTICAL

Made in USA

Capacitive (touch)

TOUCHSCREEN
SUMMER FLYER GLOVE

BERRY COMPLIANT COMBAT
UTILITY GLOVE - FIRE RESISTANT

The TSFG is a perfect glove for pilots. Manufactured to
meet the Summer Flyers Glove MIL SPEC FQ-PD-09-02
and utilize special touch screen capable leather.

Made
MadeininUSA
USA

Cut Resistant

Fire Resistant

Fire Resistant

Blunt Force

Ergonomic Cut

Wrapped Finger

Shooting
Ergonomic Cut

Driving
Shooting

Driving

COLOR
COLOR

TSFG100

CG100B

TSFG200
CG200B

TSFG300

CG300B

TSFG200

TSFG - FEATURES:

◊ Compatible with all Touchscreen devices
◊ 9.5 osy Nomex Simplex conforms to MIL-C-81393
◊ Chrome tanned sheepskin touchscreen leather matches requirement
MIL-DTL-32067
◊ Made in USA (Berry Compliant)

SIZES: XS-XXL
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CG300B

CG100B - FEATURES:

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

9oz Kevlar® fire resistance and cut resistance on back of hand
.8mm high-grade aniline goatskin
Dynamic knuckle and hand protection design featuring high-density closed-cell foam
Ergonomic contour cut design
Wrapped trigger finger design
Kevlar® thread
Made in USA (Berry Compliant)

SIZES: XS-XXL
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COLD
COLDWEATHER
TACTICAL
WEATHERGLOVES
GLOVES
GLOVES

COLD
WEATHER

WINTER TOUCHSCREEN GLOVE
HWI Gear, Inc.’s Winter Touchscreen Glove is a wind and
water resistant, flexible, cold weather glove. This warm
and durable glove combines super grip material on the
palm and soft fleece inside, keeping your hands warm and
dry in cold situations without compromising performance
on duty.

Gloves

Water Resistant

Insulating

Ergonomic Cut

COLOR

LWG100

WTS100

WTS100 - FEATURES:

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Flexible, light weight, touchscreen compatible cold weather glove
Durable, water resistant shell and soft fleece inside
Made with wind and waterproof trilaminate material
Ribbed knit cuff with storage loop and pairing clip
Ergonomic super grip material on palm

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
26
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COLD WEATHER GLOVES
COLD WEATHER LEVEL 5 CUT
RESISTANT TOUCHSCREEN DUTY GLOVE
Cut Resistant

Capacitive (touch)

Insulating

The CW5 cold weather level 5 cut resistant duty glove is
designed specifically for the rigors of the duty officer and
the harshness of patrol situations in cold weather. This
touchscreen compatible glove offers premium flexibility
and high level 5 cut resistant protection under EN388. The
Neoprene cuff and Lycra edge binding maximizes comfort
and fit, while the insulated waterproof liner keeps your hand
warm and dry.

CWCG - COLD WEATHER
COMBAT TOUCHSCREEN GLOVE
The Cold Weather Combat Glove is a Berry Compliant
product that is also Touchscreen capable. This
American-Made glove is both water and fire resistant.

Made in USA

Water Resistant

Insulating

CWCG
Wrapped Finger

CW5
Ergonomic Cut

Fire Resistant

COLOR

Capacitive (touch)

CW5

COLOR

CWCG100B

CWCG200B

CWCG300B

CW5 - FEATURES:
◊ Touchscreen compatible fingertips
◊ Special Bladerunner 5 cut resistant material liner gives high level 5
protection under EN388
◊ Leather knuckle reinforcement and thumb reinforcement
◊ Insulated waterproof liner
◊ Lycra edge binding, neoprene cuff and leather pull-on tab and
hook and loop closure
◊ Goatskin leather palm and stretch woven back and thumb

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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CWCG - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Touchscreen compatible
DWR treated Kevlar® knit back
Water resistant goatskin leather
Polar Tec fire resistant fleece
Made in the USA

SIZES: XS-XXL
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COLDWEATHER
WEATHERGLOVES
GLOVES
COLD
TOUCHSCREEN FLEECE GLOVE
Insulating

Ergonomic Cut

LINED NEOPRENE DUTY GLOVE

HWI Gear, Inc.’s Touchscreen Fleece Glove, FTS100, part
of our Touch Tool series, combines warmth, tactility, and
capacitive technology to create the ideal cold-weather
duty glove. Officers will not need to remove their gloves
to handle their professional and personal devices.

The HWI ND100L Lined Neoprene Duty Glove combines
flexibility and tactility with cold weather protection. The
neoprene coupled with the waterproof, breathable liners
and Thinsulate® insulation deliver a quick drying glove
that will keep your hands warm in cold conditions, and the
digital synthetic leather pattern will keep your grip in wet
conditions.

Water Resistant

Insulating

Shooting

Ergonomic Cut

Driving

Shooting

COLOR
Capacitive (touch)

COLOR
LWG100

FTS100

ND100L

FTS100

FTS - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Digitized Suede Palm, resists abrasion and enhances grip
Fleece shell insulates
Elastic cuff secures fit and protects against debris
PVC non-slip cradle reinforcement, increases durability and enhances grip
Silicone TOUCHSCREEN fingertips on thumb and index finger

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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ND100L - FEATURES:

◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

Premium .5mm synthetic leather in palm
Flexible 2mm neoprene on back of hand
Ergonomic contour cut design
Wrapped trigger finger design
50 gram Thinsulate® insulation for warmth
Waterproof liner

SIZES: XXS-XXXL
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COLDWEATHER
WEATHERGLOVES
GLOVES
COLD
LONG GAUNTLET COLD
WEATHER DUTY GLOVE
Water Resistant

Insulating

The LWG is a premium winter patrol glove for extreme
weather. It is constructed with water resistant materials,
wind resistant materials, and a Thinsulate® liner for warmth.
The fluid barrier Hipora® liner is waterproof, yet breathable.
A rubberized palm offers accurate weapon control.

3/4
FINGER
FLEECE GLOVE
WINTER
CUT RESISTANT
KNIT GLOVE
The HWI Winter Cut Resistant Duty Glove offers
exceptional
protection
for a winter
Warmth
andflexibility,
tactility infeel
oneand
glove:
The FMG100
mitten
glove.
The
contour
design
and
high
quality
materials
converts to glove by folding back and attaching
to thegive
back
a comfortable
form-fit,
adding
dexterity
and feelitfor
better
of
the hand. The
versatility
of this
glove makes
ideal
for a
®
weapon
control.
The
Spectra
liner
adds
cut
resistance
variety of applications
and the brushed polyester liner adds insulation. The aniline
goatskin has been treated for water resistance to keep
hands dry.

Water Resistant

Shooting

Cut Resistant
Insulating

COLOR
Insulating

Ergonomic Cut

Wrapped Finger

FMG100
Shooting

COLOR

Ergonomic Cut

Shooting

LWG100

COLOR

WCG100

FMG100

LWG100

WCG100

LWG100 - FEATURES:
◊ Thinsulate® liner for warmth in cold climates
◊ Nylon laminate with membrane inside for effective liquid and wind
resistance
◊ Waterproof and breathable Hipora® liner
◊ Brushed polyester liner for comfortable fit
◊ Textured PU palm with laminate membrane
◊ Tricot polyester lining for comfort
◊ Ergonomic contour cut design

WCG100 - FEATURES:
FMG100
- FEATURES:
◊ Water resistant
treated goatskin providing excellent dexterity and feel with

SIZES: XXS-XXXL

SIZES: SM-XL
XXS-XXXL
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◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

high abrasion
resistance
Warm
Polyester
Fleece
® to fit the n
Ergonomic
cut design
100
gramscontour
of Thinsulate
insulation atural curve of the hand
Wrapped
trigger
finger
design
increased
feel and durability
Converts from mitten to 3/4forfinger
glove
Strategic weapon cradle reinforcement
Cradle
reinforcement
Lined with brushed polyester material for added warmth
Textured
grip
Knit Spectra® Liner for cut resistance
2-1/2”
knitloop
cuff
Hook and
closure for secure and snug fit
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COLD WEATHER GLOVES

WINTER CUT RESISTANT GLOVE

Water Resistant

Cut Resistant

Insulating

The HWI Winter Cut Resistant Duty Glove offers
exceptional flexibility, feel and protection for a winter
glove. The contour design and high quality materials give
a comfortable form-fit, adding dexterity and feel for better
weapon control. The Spectra® liner adds cut resistance
and the brushed polyester liner adds insulation. The aniline
goatskin has been treated for water resistance to keep
hands dry.

Wrapped Finger

Ergonomic Cut

Shooting

COLOR

WCG100

WCG100

WCG100 - FEATURES:
◊ Water resistant treated goatskin providing excellent dexterity and feel
with high abrasion resistance
◊ Ergonomic contour cut design to fit the natural curve of the hand
◊ Wrapped trigger finger design for increased feel and durability
◊ Strategic weapon cradle reinforcement
◊ Lined with brushed polyester material for added warmth
◊ Knit Spectra® Liner for cut resistance
◊ Hook and loop closure for secure and snug fitv

SIZES: SM-XL
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PERFORMANCE

GEAR

PERFORMANCE GEAR
RIOT SUIT ELITE DEFENDER
The Elite Defender Riot Suit’s contour-molded outer shell with impact ridges
combined with the natural shock absorption characteristics of polyethylene
plastic effectively disperses the brunt or impact of blows, jabs, and projectiles.
The inner portion consists of 1/2” EVA foam sections cut into small rectangles
and then sewn into a full torso/back protective shell with layers of polyester mesh
and brushed polyester for ventilation and comfort. An added layer of polyethylene
plastic on top of each small rectangle provides additional blunt force protection.
The less-vital areas of the shins, arms, shoulders and thighs are protected with
polyethylene plastic and dense foam for blunt force protection. The suit is
primarily designed to withstand blows and absorb the shock of thrown projectiles.

RIOT SUIT ELITE DEFENDER
(PARTS SOLD INDIVIDUALLY)

FA100
CP100
*HELMET
not sold
through
HWI Gear

ED100

TG100
SG100

CP100 - CHEST PROTECTOR
◊ Sturdy PE protective shell for blunt force trauma protection on chest
shoulders, back and tricepts
◊ Ergonomically built to allow full range of motion
TG100 - THIGH GUARD
◊ Sturdy PE protective shell for blunt force trauma protection of the thigh
◊ Ergonomically built to allow full range of motion

ED100 - FEATURES:
◊ Sturdy polyethylene plastic (PE) protective shell for blunt-force trauma
protection
◊ MOLLE webbing system on chest plate and hip guards for add-ons and storage
◊ EVA and BNI foam padding throughout suit for force absorption
◊ Special suspension-hard-shell design to maximize shock absorption and
protection
◊ Custom plate design allows for full range of motion and ability

SIZES: XS/SM & MD/LG & XL/XXL
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FA100 - FOREARM
◊ Sturdy PE protective shell for blunt force trauma protection extends from
above elbow down to the wrist
◊ Ergonomically built to allow full range of motion
SG100 - SHIN GUARD
◊ Sturdy PE protective shell for blunt force trauma protection extends from
the knee down to the foot
◊ Ergonomically built to allow full range of motion

SIZES: XS/SM & MD/LG & XL/XXL
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MUST HAVES
PERFORMANCE
GEAR
PERFORMANCE
GEAR
STANDARD KNEE &
ELBOW PADS

NEXT GENERATION
KNEE & ELBOW PADS
Puncture Resistant

Water Resistant

The NGK and NGE are designed to decrease weight
and drag while maintaining excellent protection. Our
innovative knee and elbow pad system are designed to
absorb impact force. The NGK and NGE are perfect for any
tactical situation.

The SK and the SE are trusted standards in tactical knee
and elbow pad protection. This design has been used for
years in military and tactical law enforcement applications.

Puncture Resistant

Water Resistant

SK300

Blunt Force

NGE100

Blunt Force

COLOR
COLOR
SK100
SE100

NGE100
NGK100
SK300
SE300

NGE200
NGK200
SK400
SE400

NGE300
NKE300

NGE400
NGK400

SE400
NGK100

NGE500
NGK500

NGE & NGK - FEATURES:

SK & SE - FEATURES:

◊ STPA cap for sturdy protection
◊ Pad made from high-density foam and durable nylon material
◊ Quick release straps for easy removal

◊ TPU cap for sturdy protection
◊ Pad made from high-density EVA foam and durable Nylon material
◊ Quick release straps for easy removal

SIZES: OSFA

SIZES: OSFA
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PERFORMANCE
MUST HAVES
GEAR
®®

LIGHTWEIGHTNOMEX
NOMEX HOOD
HOOD
LIGHTWEIGHT

HEAVYWEIGHT
DUTY BAG NOMEX HOOD
®

Made in USA

Made in USA

Water
Resistant
Fire
Resistant

Fire Resistant

COLOR
Insulating

Insulating

COLOR

COLOR

LWH100

HWH300

LWH100

HWH100

LWH300

HWH300

LWH400

HWH400

LWH400
HWH100

LWH - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊
◊

HWH - FEATURES:

3 ounce Dupont Nomex® for FR and flash protection
◊ 7 ounce
to 800°
Dupont
F Nomex® for FR and flash
Available
protectionintoblack,
800°coyote
F brown, and sage
protection to 800° F
Manufactured
Available in black,
in acoyote
GSA TAA
brown,
country
and sage ◊ Available in black, coyote brown, and sage
Made
Manufactured
in USA in a GSA TAA country
◊ Manufactured in a GSA TAA country
Made in USA
◊ Made in USA
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HWH - FEATURES:
◊
◊
◊
◊

7 ounce Dupont Nomex® for FR and flash protection to 800° F
Available in black, coyote brown, and sage
Manufactured in a GSA TAA country
Made in USA
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PERFORMANCE GEAR
DUTY BAG
Water Resistant

The DB100 is an excellent duty bag for taking on patrol
and is designed to easily accommodate all the necessary
equipment that an officer carries. The inside dimensions
are 17” long x 10” deep x 8” wide. The outside dimensions
with both outer pockets figured in is approximately
24” long x 11: deep x 9” wide. The DB100 is a great car
seat organizer and is made to last with a sturdy 840 D
polyester shell and heavy duty.

DB100

DB100 - FEATURES:
◊ Removable over-the-shoulder strap for easy travel
◊ Concealment pouch
◊ Adjustable and removable over headrest strap to keep your items
organized and visiblePadded laptop compartment
◊ Padded laptop compartment
◊ Adjustable inside divider/organizer
◊ Variety of side pockets, pouches and compartments for your smart
phone, tablet, water, baton, ticket book, pens, flashlight and more
◊ Specially designed top, suitable for embroidered customization
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GUIDE

XXX SMALL

XX SMALL

X SMALL

SMALL

MEDIUM

LARGE

X LARGE

XX LARGE

XXX LARGE

WARRANTY

TO USE A TAPE MEASURE:
Place the tape measure around your knuckles, or the widest part
of your hand, making a loose fit. Round your measurements to the
nearest inch.

8”(20)
9”(23)
10”(25)
11”(28)

2

3

3

5” (12.7cm)

XXX SMALL

6” (15.2cm)

XX SMALL

7” (17.8cm)

X SMALL

8” (20cm)

SMALL

SIZING

12”(30.5) 13”(33)

2

TO USE THE TAPE MEASURE:
Place the tape measure around your knuckles, or the widest part of your hand, making a loose fist.
Round your measurement to the nearest inch.

7”(17.8)

ING GAUGE:
hand with the knuckle of your index finger against the black line.

5”(12.7) 6”(15.2)

GLOVE SIZING CHARTS

S I 9”
Z (23cm)
E CH A R T /MEDIUM
WA R R A NT Y
10” (25cm)

LARGE

11” (28cm)

X LARGE

12” (30.5cm)

XX LARGE

13” (33cm)

XXX LARGE

No two hands are the same. No method can be as accurate as
trying on our gloves. Use one of the two methods above to find your
approximate glove size. This is a general guide only.
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HWI Gear, Inc. is dedicated to customer satisfaction and
provides this warranty as assurance of a quality product.
HWI will provide prompt and courteous attention to your
product requirements. HWI warrants its manufactured
products, to the original purchaser, to be free from
defects in materials and workmanship during normal use
and service for a period of 1 year from date of purchase.
Some states do not allow limitations on how long an
implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation may
not apply to you. To obtain warranty service, the
original purchaser must contact the dealer where they
purchased the manufactured product prior to the end
of the 1 year warranty period. It is HWI’s sole discretion
whether to repair or replace the warranted product.

HWI Gear, Inc. is a Service-Disabled
Veteran-Owned Business

HWIGEAR.COM | 805.646.3879

